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VARIATIONS OF RATIONAL HIGHER TANGENTIAL STRUCTURES
HISHAM SATI AND MATTHEW WHEELER
Abstract. The study of higher tangential structures, arising from higher connected covers of Lie groups
(String, Fivebrane, Ninebrane structures), require considerable machinery for a full description, especially
for connections to geometry and applications. With utility in mind, in this paper we study these structures at
the rational level and by considering Lie groups as a starting point for defining each of the higher structures,
making close connection to pi-structures. We indicatively call these (rational) Spin-Fivebrane and Spin-
Ninebrane structures. We study the space of such structures and characterize their variations, which reveal
interesting effects whereby variations of higher structures are arranged to systematically involve lower ones.
We also study the homotopy type of the gauge group corresponding to bundles equipped with the higher
rational structures that we define.
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1. Introduction
Manifolds have been classically studied through structures associated with their tangent bundles leading
to characterizations via obstruction theory and characteristic classes [St99][MS74][Hu94]. We examine the
rationalization of tangential structures, with an emphasis on structures arising from higher connected covers
of Lie groups. That is, we consider rationalizing the higher structure groups and their classifying spaces,
namely String [Ki88][ST04], Fivebrane [SSS09][SSS12], and Ninebrane structures [Sa14]. This has a simpli-
fying feature in that tangential structures from obstruction theory [St99][Hu94] are algebraically placed in
the setting of rational homotopy theory [FHT01][FHT15][FOT08][GM13][BG76]. This setting allows us to
filter out the torsion in our spaces thereby enabling us to have a much better handle on some aspects of these
otherwise formidable structures. However, on the flip side, a complication arises when wishing to describe
the rationalizations as spaces, since localization in general give rise to topological spaces which are not always
nice [Fa96][Ne95][HMR75][BK72]. Our discussion will strike a balance between the two competing aspects
and our goal in this paper is to highlight those features that have transparent descriptions.
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Another aim of this paper is to investigate to which extent one can make use of the more familiar Lie
group structures in describing the higher ones. In the standard Whitehead tower construction [Wh52], a
structure at a given level is built from the structure at the preceding level. However, as we go up in levels, the
difficulty in describing the structures in an explicit manner which is amenable to (higher) geometry and to
applications seems to grow considerably. Therefore, it would be desirable to explore how much of the bundles
of higher connected covers can be described using the Spin group (being a Lie group) rather than having, for
instance, to go through String to describe Fivebrane and through Fivebrane to describe Ninebrane structures
and so on. Of course one can deal with these structures directly (see [SSS12][FSS12][FSS14][FSS15][Sa14]),
but that requires considerable machinery. Here we instead take a step back and aim to explore to which
extent more classical techniques can be used to probe these structures.
It turns out that the two features, namely rationalizing and utilization of Lie groups in describing the
higher connected covers, go hand in hand. The purpose of this paper is to provide a straightforward such
description. One of the useful results which makes this possible is that of Neisendorfer [Ne95] (see also
[MM97]) which states that every finite 2-connected complex can be rationally recovered from its n-connected
cover for any n. This is much stronger than saying that these spaces must have nontrivial homotopy in infinite
dimensions. As explained in [Fa96] it says that this ‘infinite tail’ has all the information needed to reconstruct
the ‘lower-dimensional information’. This then allows us to appropriately introduce (in Sec. 3.2 and Sec.
3.3) the notions of rational Spin-Fivebrane and Spin-Ninebrane structures as the desired structures arising
from starting with Spin rather than with String and Fivebrane, respectively.
In general, we would like to start with a Lie group G and then rationalize, via the rationalization or
localization at Q functor LQ, as well as take connected covers simultaneously. A natural question then is
whether these operations are compatible, in the sense of the existence of a diagram of the form
X
xny //
LQ

Xxny
LQ

XQ
? // XQxny .
One of the simplifying features of the process of rationalization is that for group-like spaces it has the effect
of killing off any nonabelian structure that exists. Schematically,
Rationalization ; Homotopy abelianization.
This then gives that all connected cover groups will not only have rational models, but that these will be
homotopy abelian. Corresponding statements about the classifying spaces are deduced similarly. Our main
focus will be on the secondary structures arising from the groups in the Whitehead tower of the orthogonal
group Opnq and, in particular, we will focus on the rationalizations of these groups. Given an Opnqxky-bundle
P Ñ M , the obstruction to lifting the structure group to the k-connected cover Opnqxk ` 1y is given by a
cohomology class on M obtained by pulling back the generator θk`1 P Hk`1pBpOpnqxkyq;pikpOpnqqq along
the classifying map f : M Ñ BpOpnqxkyq.
Note that for Lie groups, maps between their classifying spaces can be determined via Lie theory, with
an intimate connection to rational cohomology [AM76]. In fact, homomorphisms H˚pBG;Qq Ñ H˚pBG1;Qq
determine corresponding homomorphism with coefficients in Zppq, the ring of integers localized at a prime
p, and in Z{p the field of integers modulo p, except for a finite number of primes [AM76]. This indicates
that rational cohomology knows quite a bit about the structure of the classifying spaces. We hope that our
investigation on rational cohomology of classifying spaces of the connected covers will eventually carry some
of the similar features.
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From a third point of view, we are interested in considering classes in degrees 3, 7, and 11 arising from
the fibers of the bundles, rather than directly from classifying spaces. These secondary classes emerge when
trivializing the topological obstructions that occur in degrees 4, 8 and 12. We are interested in the variation
of the structures, i.e. in the space of such structures. Given that we are considering higher structures in
a way which builds on all the lower levels that precede it, we ask how the variation of that top structure
depends on the lower ones all the way down to the bottom-most level, which is a Spin structure.
The rational structures we consider will be characterized by trivializations of (fractions of) the rational
Pontrjagin classes pi. Indeed, we can alternatively view the above structures as variants of pi-structures, so
that we have lifting diagrams
BOxpiy

X
f
55
f // BSO “ BOxw1y ,
where w1 is the first Stiefel-Whitney class. Note that we have the obstructions as
1
mp
Q
i , whose vanishing
is equivalent to the vanishing of the rational Pontrjagin class pQi itself, due to the absence of any torsion.
The notion of p1-structures plays an important role in quantum field theories on extended surfaces and
3-manifolds [BHMV95][Se04][BN14][FSV16]. Extension to Fivebrane and Ninebrane structures has been
considered in [Sa14], and the corresponding twisted versions come up in [Sa13]. We will be interested also in
the finite rank case as well as the indefinite signature case, where our main objects will be covers of SOpnq
and SOpq, n´ qq discussed in Sec. 2.4.
The rational cohomology of BSOpnq splits into cases according to whether n is even or odd
H˚pBSOp2n` 1q;Qq “ Qrp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pns , H˚pBSOp2nq;Qq “ Qrp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pn, es{pe2 ´ pnq ,
where e P H2npBSOp2nq;Qq is the Euler class and pi P H4ipBSOp2nq;Qq are the rational Pontrjagin classes.
Unlike the integral versions, the rational Pontrjagin classes are topological invariants [No65][RW10], which
makes them reliable under homeomorphisms. A vanishing criterion for pQ1 is given in [Mo93]. It is a classic
result (see [We15]) that restrictions of the classes pi to the classifying space of finite-dimensional vector
bundles satisfy the vanishing relations pn`k “ 0 P H4n`4kpBOp2nq;Qq for k ą 0.
The rational Pontrjagin classes have been used in [ERW15] in the context of cobordism spectra. A
version of the Witten genus can be described by requiring the rational first Pontrjagin class to vanish; see
e.g. [De99][CHZ11] (and references therein), where a similar definition of a rational structure is used. There,
a Spin manifold M is a rational BOx8y manifold if and only if p1pMq is a torsion class. Furthermore, the
rational Pontrjagin classes are used in classifying bundles in [KR94], where it is shown that rank 4n vector
bundles over the 4n-sphere S4n are classified by their Euler class and the rational nth Pontrjagin class pQn
for n “ 1, 2. Such bundles classically arise in determining obstructions to lifting to higher connected covers
(see [SSS09]). We, therefore, consider the question of the relation of the connectivity to the rank in Section
2.4.
The rational cohomology of the String group has been considered in [SSS09][BS09]. Also in specific ranks
in relation to connectivity degree, BOp2nqxny appear in the context of cobordism categories [ERW15], where
the isomorphism H˚pBOp2nqxny;Qqr´2ns – H˚pMTθn;Qq of graded vector spaces is established. Here
MTθn is the Madsen-Tillman cobordism spectrum with a tangential structure θn, i.e. a structure on a space
associated to an n-connected cover. For n “ 4, 8 and 12, this corresponds in our terminology to rational
String, Fivebrane, and Ninebrane structures, respectively.
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We consider minimal models (see [FHT01][FHT15][FOT08][GM13][BG76]) for our rational connected
covers straightforwardly in Sec. 2.3. The main idea of Sullivan’s approach to rational homotopy theory is
to create a functor from the category of 1-connected topological spaces to the category of differential graded
commutative algebras (DGCAs) over Q. Such a DGCA is of the form pŹV, dq where the underlying algebra
is free commutative and such that there is a basis which admits an ordering so that dpxαq P Źpxβqβăα.
Furthermore, pA, dq is minimal if the image of the differential d is contained in the set of decomposable
elements, and a minimal model is a quasi-isomorphism ϕ : pŹV, dq Ñ pA, dq where pŹV, dq is a minimal
Sullivan DGCA. In fact every DGCA has a minimal model, and this model is unique up to isomorphism.
Then in the following sections we consider variations on rational String and Fivebrane structures. We use
the word variation to mean two things at the same time: First, that we consider variations on the notion
of Fivebrane and Ninebrane structures. Second, we consider variations of the actual structures (in their
‘parameter space’) and consider how these are given in terms of structures stemming from lower levels in the
Whitehead tower. Theorem 17 demonstrates the degree to which the underlying Spin bundle can be used to
classify lifts of the String bundles rationally. By defining these classes via their restriction on each fiber, we
have many nice parallels between the integral and rational cases, as well as between those classes defined on
the Spin bundle and those on the String bundle. In some sense, we find that rationally all the information
for Fivebrane and Ninebrane structures is encoded in the underlying Spin bundles. Similar arguments and
results hold for the Spin-Ninebrane case, except now variations of these involve both String and Fivebrane
structure classes.
In Sec. 3.4, we consider automorphisms of the rational structures that we introduced. Rational au-
tomorphisms of fiber bundles are considered generally in [Sm01]. Since our higher groups are rationally
abelianized, the description will be more straightforward, making use of classic results on mapping spaces
to Eilenberg-MacLane spaces [Ha82][Ha81][Th57]. We also study the connected covers of the gauge group
G itself and study when a variant of String, Fivebrane, and Ninebrane lifts of G are possible in relation to
corresponding lifts of the structure group G. This turns out to impose strong constraints on both on the
underlying space X as well as on G in a correlated manner. We make use of the results on rational homotopy
of mapping spaces in [FO09], which generalize those of [Wo07].
Some of the calculations in this note are based on the second author’s PhD thesis [Wh16]. The point of
view and constructions developed here naturally lead to connections to geometry, which we will leave for a
separate more thorough treatment to be developed elsewhere. For describing manifolds in rational homotopy
theory, one transitions from using Q-coefficients to R-coefficients. However, if one considers geometry then
there would be important and subtle differences, as witnessed explicitly for instance in differential cohomology
[GS17]. Consequently, this would lead to action functionals in physics taking values in R{Q, which would
require separate treatment. This together with applications, along the lines of [Sa13][Sa11a], will be discussed
elsewhere. Note also that the description of rational higher connected covers in this paper should be related to
the description of their Morava K-theory in [SY17], as Morava K-theory at chromatic level zero is essentially
rational cohomology. So some of the complementary torsion information not considered here is supplied in
[SY17].
Notation. We will use the notation Oxny to denote the pn ´ 1q-connected cover of the stable orthogonal
group O. We use BOxn` 1y to mean BpOxnyq, so that for our cases of interest BOx4y “ BpOx3yq “ BSpin,
BOx8y “ BpOx7yq “ BString, BOx12y “ BpOx11yq “ BFivebrane, and BOx16y “ BpOx15yq “ BNinebrane.
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2. Rationalization of spaces and their approximations
2.1. The rational Postnikov and Whitehead towers. We start by briefly reviewing some relevant
concepts in rational homotopy theory; see [He07][FHT01][FOT08][GM13][HMR75].
Definition 1. A rational space Y is a space for which the homotopy groups pi˚pY q, or the homology groups
H˜˚pY ;Zq, or H˜˚pΩY ;Zq is (equivalently) a vector space over Q, where ΩY is the based loop space of Y .
Definition 2. A rationalization of a space X prescribes a map `X : X Ñ XQ to a rational space XQ such
that `X˚ : pi˚pXq b Q Ñ pi˚pXQq is an isomorphism, and for every map f : X Ñ Y where Y is a rational
space, there is a factorization
X
f //
`X

Y
XQ
h
66
which is unique up to homotopy.
The second property in Definition 2 tells us that the space XQ is unique up to homotopy. Suppose X
1
Q
is another rational space and we have a map `1X : X Ñ X 1Q satisfying the second property. Then there is a
homotopy equivalence h : XQ Ñ X 1Q, unique up to homotopy, such that
XQ
h



X
`X
22
`1X ,, X 1Q
h´1
JJ
is a homotopy commutative diagram. Note that an abelian group G is said to be Q-local if the map
GbZ ZÑ GbZ Q induced by the inclusion Z ãÑ Q is an isomorphism. Then Definition 1 can be restated as
saying that the following holds [Su74]
X is a rational space ðñ pinpXq is Q´local ðñ rHnpX;Zq is Q´local ,
for X nilpotent, i.e. if its fundamental group pi1 is a nilpotent group and if pi1 acts nilpotently on the higher
homotopy groups. In particular, any simply connected space is trivially nilpotent. Note, however, that an
extension to path connected spaces with general (not necessarily nilpotent) pi1 is possible (see [FHT15]).
This allows us, for instance, to start our Whitehead tower (Example 3 below) with SOpnq or BOpnq, as in
[SS15].
Example 1 (Eilenberg-MacLane spaces). Consider the integral Eilenberg-MacLane space KpZ, nq. Then
the map ιQ : KpZ, nq Ñ KpQ, nq corresponding to the generator rιQs P HnpKpZ, nq,Qq is a rationalization of
KpZ, nq. In general, an Eilenberg-MacLane space Kppi, nq can be rationalized to Kppi b Q, nq, as induced by
the natural homomorphism pi Ñ pi b Q. By induction and use of the Serre spectral sequence one can show
that H˚pKpQ, 2nq;Qq is a Q-polynomial algebra on one generator of degree 2n, while H˚pKpQ, 2n ` 1q;Qq
is a Q-exterior algebra on one generator of degree 2n ` 1. Furthermore, KpZ, nq Ñ KpQ, nq induces an
isomorphism on rational cohomology. That is, there are isomorphisms (see [GM13][Mo01])
H˚pKpZ, 2nq;Qq – H˚pKpQ, 2nq;Qq – Qrιs ,
H˚pKpZ, 2n` 1q;Qq – H˚pKpQ, 2n` 1q;Qq – ŹQrιs ,
where ι P HnpKpQ, nq;Qq is the fundamental cohomology class.
To construct a rationalization for a simply connected space X, one can use the Postnikov tower decom-
position of X and localize at each step of the tower. Note that one of the main properties of the rational
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localization functor is that it preserves sequences and split suspensions, as well as commutes with fiber and
cofiber sequences for simply connected spaces [Su74].
Example 2 (Postnikov tower). Recall that the Postnikov tower of X (see e.g. [Ha02]) is a sequence of
spaces and maps
X // ¨ ¨ ¨ // Xpnq ϕn // ¨ ¨ ¨ ϕ2 // Xp1q ϕ1 // Xp0q ,
where the map ϕn is a fibration for every n, for each space Xpnq one has piipXpnqq “ 0 for i ą n, and
the induced map ϕn˚ : piipXpnqq Ñ piipXpn´1qq is an isomorphism for i ă n. Now assume that we have a
localization `pn´1q : Xpn´1q Ñ Xpn´1qQ. The principal fibration Xpnq Ñ Xpn´1q is the pullback of the path
fibration PKppinpXq, n ` 1q Ñ KppinpXq, n ` 1q by the Postnikov invariant kn`1 P Hn`1pXpn´1q, pinpXqq.
Now define XpnqQ to be the pullback of the fibration PKppinpXq b Q, n ` 1q Ñ KppinpXq b Q, n ` 1q by the
rationalized Postnikov invariant
kn`1 b Q P Hn`1pXpn´1qQ, pinpXq b Qq .
This then gives the localization map `pnq : Xpnq Ñ XpnqQ, completing the induction, as the base case of
the induction holds because X is simply connected. Defining XQ as the inverse limit XQ :“ limÐÝXpnqQ, the
rationalization of X is then the induced map `X : X Ñ XQ.
We now consider the dual notion of the Whitehead tower [Wh52] and its rationalization.
Example 3 (Whitehead tower). The Whitehead tower is a sequence of spaces
¨ ¨ ¨ // Xxny // Xxn´ 1y // ¨ ¨ ¨ // Xx1y // X ,
where each space Xxny is pn´1q-connected, and the map Xxny Ñ X induces isomorphisms on the homotopy
groups pii for each i ě n. As with the Postnikov tower, the Whitehead tower may be constructed by induction.
Given an pn ´ 1q-connected cover Xxny of X, there is a map wn : Xxny Ñ KppinpXq, nq corresponding to
the generator of HnpXxny;pinpXqq. Then the space Xxn ` 1y is constructed as the homotopy fiber of wn.
Similarly, one may construct the Whitehead tower over the rationalization XQ of X (see e.g. Ch. 2 in
[Kr02]). By choosing wn b Q : Xxny Ñ KppinpXq b Q, nq as the classifying map for the generator of the
cohomology group
HnpXxnyQ;pinpXQqq – HnpXxnyQ;pinpXq b Qq ,
then the homotopy pullback Xxn ` 1yQ is the rationalization of Xxn ` 1y. This also follows by induction.
Given that `n : Xxny Ñ XxnyQ is a localization of Xxny, we can consider the following commutative diagram
Xxn` 1y

//
`n`1
((
PKppinpXq, nq

**
Xxn` 1yQ //

PKppinpXQq, nq

Xxny
`n
((
wn // KppinpXq, nq
**
XxnyQ wnbQ // KppinpXQq, nq .
The map `n`1 : Xxny Ñ XxnyQ exists by the universal property of pullbacks and, by the commutativity of
the diagram, this map is a rational homotopy equivalence.
Remark 1. In the following sections we will be concerned with the rational Whitehead tower of BO. In light
of this, we briefly describe one important quality of the rational Whitehead tower. The general construction of
each stage of the Whitehead tower is as the homotopy fiber of a map representing a generator of cohomology.
Consider a map f : X Ñ KpA,nq and suppose that f represents a generator of HnpX;Aq. Composing
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f with the rationalization ι : KpA,nq Ñ KpA b Q, nq gives a generator f˚ι P HnpA;Qq. Then for any
r P Q, the class r ¨ f˚ι is also a generator. Now by the universal property of rationalization, there is a map
fQ : XQ Ñ KpAb Q, nq as well as a map r ¨ fQ : XQ Ñ KpAb Q, nq. Denote the homotopy fibers of each of
theses maps as F pfQq and F prfQq. The key point here is to note that these spaces are homotopy equivalent.
This follows from the fact the map r : KpQ, nq Ñ KpQ, nq representing r times the identity induces an
isomorphism on the rational cohomology of rational spaces and thus is a homotopy equivalence combined
with the fact that r ¨ f˚ι “ f˚ι˚r. This is in contrast to the case where we compare hofibpfq and hofibprfq
for some integer r ‰ ˘1. These are not homotopy equivalent spaces for the reason that r is not a unit in Z.
2.2. Rationalizing higher connected covers. The groups we consider will be rationally built out of
spheres. Since the homotopy groups pijpS2m`1q of an odd-dimensional sphere S2m`1 are finite except in top
degree j “ 2m` 1, the rationalization is `Q : S2m`1 Ñ KpQ, 2m` 1q corresponding to a nontrivial class in
H2m`1pS2m`1;Qq. Note that we have rational equivalences S2m`1 »Q KpZ, 2m` 1q »Q KpQ, 2m` 1q, i.e.,
the rational homotopy groups are given as
piipS2n`1q b Q –
#
Q, if i “ 2n` 1
0, otherwise.
As a result, odd-dimensional spheres have the rational homotopy type of an abelian topological group,
obtained by iteratively applying the classifying space functor.
The spaces we will consider are all H-spaces, and in particular H-spaces are formal. This means that
the rational homotopy type of these spaces is completely determined by their cohomology ring. For a
finite-dimensional Lie group G, its rational cohomology is the same as that of a product of odd-dimensional
spheres
H˚pG;Qq – H˚p
ź
S2i´1;Qq ,
which implies that G has the same rational homotopy type as that product. For our main example,
Spinp2nq »Q S2n´1 ˆ S3 ˆ S7 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S4n´5 , Spinp2n` 1q »Q S3 ˆ S7 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S4n´1 .
We can consider the question of rationalization of higher topological groups in some generality. Suppose
G is a topological group having the homotopy type of a CW complex. Rationalization commutes with
products only up to homotopy. This implies that the rationalization of the product structure gives a map
µQ : GQ ˆ GQ Ñ GQ, which may fail to be a multiplication. However, it is a group-like H-space. The map
`Q : GÑ GQ is a homomorphism of H-spaces, i.e. the diagram
GˆG µ //
`Qˆ`Q 
G
`Q
GQ ˆGQ
µQ // GQ
commutes up to homotopy, and the homomorphism is compatible with homotopy associativity. When G is
connected, the commutator map µQ : GQ ˆGQ Ñ GQ is null homotopic [KSS09].
Note that the resulting rationalizations of the connected cover groups and their classifying spaces in this
section end up having nice models. Explicitly, they end up being products of rational Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces. Spaces are in general twisted products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces arranged by their Postnikov
decompositions. So in this case rationalization trivializes the Postnikov k-invariants, thereby untwisting the
product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces into a straight product. This can also be discussed on general grounds.
Note that rationalization does not take a space outside the convenient category of CW complexes: If X is a
topological space which is a CW-complex then the rationalization XQ is also a CW-complex.
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When G is a connected topological group having the homotopy type of a finite CW complex, then we
have that GQ is a homotopy commutative H-space. It is homotopy equivalent as an H-space to a product
of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces with standard loop multiplication [KSS09]. A priori, a product of Eilenberg-
MacLane spaces in general may admit many non-H-equivalent H-structures and thus the standard loop
multiplication is not necessarily unique, even up to homotopy (see [Cu68]). However in the rational case, as
we are considering here, this multiplication is unique up to homotopy [LPSS09].
For relatively low k the connected covers Opnqxky are defined as the based loop spaces of the corresponding
classifying spaces in [SSS12][FSS12][Sa14]. It follows from the works of Kan and Milnor that every based loop
space has the homotopy type of a topological group. In the homotopy category of connected CW complexes,
there is an equivalence between loop spaces, topological groups, and associative H-spaces (see [Ka88, Ch.
4]).
Proposition 3. In the Whitehead tower of the orthogonal group, each element in the sequence of connected
covering spaces {StringpnqQ, FivebranepnqQ, NinebranepnqQ, ¨ ¨ ¨ } is an abelian topological group, and this
group structure is unique up to rational H-equivalence.
Proof. (Outline) In the context of Lie groups, one can form a product on the rational homotopy groups
called the Samelson product. Without defining this product, we have the following properties. From [Wo07],
if G is a (possibly infinite-dimensional) connected Lie group, then the rational Samelson product vanishes.
From [LPSS09], for pG,µq a connected CW homotopy-associative H-space, the following are equivalent:
(1) pG,µq has the rational H-type of an abelian topological group.
(2) pG,µq is rationally homotopy-abelian.
(3) The Samelson bracket vanishes.
(4) There is a rational H-equivalence
e : G ÝÑ
ź
jě1
KppijpGq b Q, jq
where the product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces has the standard multiplication.
So, given a Lie group G, its Samelson product vanishes and thus G is rationally homotopy-abelian. Moreover,
for the orthogonal group as well as its connected covers, these groups are rationally equivalent to products of
KpQ, nq spaces. Considering Q as an abelian group, it follows that KpQ, nq » BnQ is also an abelian group.
Thus for groups involved in the Whitehead tower of Opnq, each space admits a rationalization by an abelian
group. Moreover, for our types of groups G this rational equivalence will be multiplicative and will corre-
spond to the unique abelian multiplication coming from the standard multiplication on Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces (see [LPSS09, Corollary 4.26 and 4.27]). 2
We now consider compatibility of rationalization with taking connected covers. Indeed, such a problem
can be studied systematically, building on classical results. Consider localization Lf at every prime, i.e. with
respect to a map f :
Ž
pBZ{p Ñ ˚ with domain the infinite bouquet. Let E be defined by the homotopy
pullback diagram
(2.1) E //

XxnyQ

X // XQ ,
where X is a simply connected finite complex with pi2pXq finite. Then LfXxny has the homotopy type of
E [Ne95]. We now connect this to the Whitehead tower of the rationalized orthogonal group. Since every
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level of that Whitehead tower is a rationalization [Fa96, Theorem A.1] this implies that at every level we
will have a space which is at least an H-space. These will include all connected covers. Let us apply the
above localization (2.1) to X “ Spinpnq, which is 2-connected.
Example 4 (Rationalization of the 3-connected cover of Spinpnq). Let Spinτ be the homotopy fiber of the
rationalization Spin Ñ SpinQ. Starting with the fiber sequence KpZ, 2q Ñ Stringpnq “ Spinpnqx7y Ñ Spinpnq,
we have KpZ, 2q b Q » KpQ, 2q as the homotopy fiber of E Ñ Spinpnq and KpZ, 2qτ as the homotopy fiber
of Stringpnq Ñ E. The hypotheses imply that E has the same rational homology as Spinpnq, so that E is
f -local and that KpZ, 2qτ is connected. The homotopy groups of the latter are locally finite. Now the main
point (see [Ne95]) is that if Y is an f -local space, then by studying the Postnikov factorization, every map
Stringpnq Ñ Y has up to homotopy a unique extension to a map E Ñ Y . This identifies LfStringpnq as E.
We now consider the rationalization of the classifying spaces of Lie groups and their higher connected
covers. For classifying spaces, the Borel-Hopf theorem implies that the map pBGqQ Ñ BpGQq induced by
the homomorphism `Q : GÑ GQ is a homotopy equivalence, and for connected G we have
H˚pBG;Qq – Qry1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yks ,
where each generator yi is of even degree. Note that for the classifying spaces in terms of even generators,
one cannot deduce a similar relation to spheres as above, since the rational model for even-dimensional
spheres is not free. It is known that the minimal model (see Sec. 2.3) of BG is evenly generated and has
zero differential, i.e. BG is rationally a product of even-dimensional Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The above
argument also applies if we have infinitely many yi’s in even degrees, as in the case for BString, BFivebrane
and BNinebrane, as long as there are only finitely many yi in each even degree. This follows from the
fact that two nilpotent spaces with finite Betti numbers are rationally homotopy equivalent if and only if
they have isomorphic minimal models. When G is connected, the classifying space BG has the rational
homotopy type of a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space (see [FO09] for another explicit description) and,
in particular, it is rationally homotopy equivalent to a loop space [KSS09]. This implies that we can deloop
as much as we desire.
Note that the behavior of the rationalization of a Lie group G is intimately linked to that of its classifying
space BG. Two compact Lie groups G and H are isomorphic if and only if their classifying spaces BG and
BH are homotopy equivalent [Mø02][Os92][No95]. The equivalences at the rational level are established in
[Mø02]. Since, rationally, taking the classifying functor only shifts the degree of the generators, then in this
case we have that, rationally, BG is a product of even-dimensional Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Similarly in
this case, taking connected covers gives the rational models for the higher connected covers of the classifying
spaces. Indeed, for the case of String this can be found explicitly for instance via the Serre spectral sequence
(see [SSS09] [BS09]). The higher cases work similarly. Therefore, we have
Proposition 4. Given that the rational cohomology of BGQ is Qrx2is (where i can be odd or even), the
rational cohomology of the connected cover BGxnyQ is Qrx2js, where j runs over the subset of values of i
such that 2i ě n. The same holds for the rational homotopy of the space.
Another way to relate GxnyQ to BpGxnyqQ “ BGxn` 1yQ is as follows. Rationalization is a weak rational
equivalence X Ñ LQpXq, where LQ is the Q-localization functor. Suspension and looping preserve the
rationality of the spaces involved. More precisely, for any simply connected space X, the loop space of
its rationalization is ΩXQ » śαKpQ,mαq for various values of mα [St13]. Note that in one approach to
the String group, it is taken to be the loop space of its classifying space, with the latter constructed first
(see [SSS12]). Indeed, for Y “ BGxny a pointed topological space, the assignment X ÞÑ rX,ΩBGxnys˚ :“
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Top˚pX,ΩBGxnyq{ »˚ defines a functor r´,ΩBGxnys˚ “ Topop˚ Ñ Grp from the category of pointed
topological spaces to the category of groups, where the multiplication in rX,ΩBGxnys˚ is pointwise (see
[Pi93, Thm. 1.2.5] for the corresponding classical statement). Starting with X “ BString and rationalizing
XQ » pBStringqQ, then taking the loop space leads to
StringQ » ΩpBStringqQ »
ź
α
KpQ,mαq .
The values of mα can be deduced from another approach, namely starting with the Spin group, taking
connected covers and then rationalizing, as we did earlier. A similar treatment for Fivebrane and Ninebrane
can be established in parallel. Overall, we can arrive at the result that the rational models for SpinpnqxkyQ
and BSpinpnqxkyQ are indeed given as products of rational Eilenberg-MacLane spaces.
We next consider another way of obtaining the rational homotopy type from the rational cohomology ring
and vice versa.
2.3. Minimal Models. Now we present minimal models (see [FHT01][FHT15][FOT08][GM13][BG76]) for
our connected covers in a straightforward manner. Given a space X, one can assign the complex of piecewise
linear differential forms, AP˚LpXq (see [GM13] for a definition). This assignment defines a functor from the
category of topological spaces to the category of CDGAs over the rationals. A minimal model for a CDGA
pA, dq is given by a quasi-isomorphism ϕ : pŹV, dV q Ñ pA, dAq where ŹV is freely generated and the image
of dV is contained in the set of decomposable elements of
Ź
V . For a space X, a minimal model for X is
defined to be a minimal model for AP˚LpXq.
Let E
pÝÑ B be a quasi-nilpotent fibration with fiber F , let f : B1 Ñ B be a map of base spaces, and
let E1 p
1ÝÑ B1 denote the pullback of p along f . Letting pŹV, dV q Ñ APLpBq be a minimal model for B
then the relative minimal model for the fibration p is given by pŹV, dV q Ñ pŹV bŹW,dq Ñ pŹW, d¯q where
pŹV, dV q Ñ pŹV bŹW,dq is the relative minimal model for p as a map and pŹW, d¯q is formed as the quotient
pŹV bŹW,dq{pŹ`pV q bŹW q. Let φ : pŹV, dq Ñ pŹV 1, d1q denote the relative minimal model for f . The
following standard result from rational homotopy theory provides a recipe for constructing a minimal model
of a pullback (see [FHT01] [FOT08]). The relative minimal model
pŹV 1, d1q // pŹV 1 bŹW,Dq ρ // pŹW, D¯q
is the relative minimal model for the pullback fibration p1. The CDGA pŹV 1 b ŹW,Dq is defined as
pŹV 1, d1qbŹV pŹVbŹW,Dq. HereD is defined byDpwq “ pφb1qpd1wq where φb1 : ŹVbŹW Ñ ŹV 1bŹW ,
and pŹW,Dq is obtained by a quotient.
Consider the rational Whitehead tower of BOpnq. Recall (Example 3) that this tower can be constructed
as a system of pullbacks where at each step of the tower, the space BpOpnqx4k ` 3yq is formed via the
pullback of the pathspace fibration PKpQ, 4kq Ñ KpQ, 4kq along a map pk : BpOpnqx4k ´ 1yq Ñ KpQ, 4kq
which can be thought of as a rationalization of the k-th Pontrjagin class.
The relative minimal model for the pathspace fibration of a spaceX is given by pŹV, dq Ñ pŹVbŹsV, dq Ñ
pŹsV, d¯q where an element sv P ŹsV has degree |sv| “ |v| ´ 1. As the minimal model for the Eilenberg-
MacLane space KpQ, 4kq is given by pŹpy4kq, 0q, then it follows that the minimal model for the pathspace
fibration is given by pŹpy4kq, 0q Ñ pŹpy4k, sy4kq, dq Ñ pŹpsy4kq, 0q where the differential d is given by
dpy4kq “ 0 and dpsy4kq “ y4k. Then we immediately have the following.
Proposition 5. A relative minimal model for the fibration BpOpnqx4p` 3yq Ñ BpOpnqx4p´ 1yq, i.e. of the
fibration BOpnqx4p` 4y Ñ BOpnqx4py, is given by
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(a) For n “ 2k:`Źpx4p, x4p`4, . . . , x4k´4, χ2kq, 0˘ // `Źpx4p, . . . , x4k´4, χ2k, sy4pq, d˘ // `Źpsy4pq, 0˘ ,
where dpsy4pq “ x4p and 0 otherwise.
(b) For n “ 2k ` 1:`Źpx4p, x4p`4, . . . , x4kq, 0˘ // `Źpx4p, . . . , x4k, sy4pq, d˘ // `Źpsy4pq, 0˘ ,
where dpsy4pq “ x4p and 0 otherwise.
Note that the element χ2k corresponds to the Euler class for even n. We now consider explicitly the cases
BFivebranepnq :“ BOpnqx9y and BNinebranepnq :“ BOpnqx13y.
Example 5. (i) In the case of the fibration BFivebranepnq Ñ BStringpnq, it follows that for n odd the
minimal model is
pŹpx8, x12, . . . , x4kq, 0q // pŹpx8, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x4k, sy8q, dq // pŹpsy8q, 0q ,
where x8 is the element corresponding to the second Pontrjagin class.
(ii) In the case of the fibration BNinebranepnq Ñ BFivebranepnq and n odd, the minimal model is
pŹpx12, . . . , x4n`4q, 0q // pŹpx12, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x4n`4, sy12q, dq // pŹpsy12q, 0q ,
where x12 is the element corresponding to the third Pontrjagin class. These can be modified appropriately by
adding the Euler class in the case when n is even.
Note that, as was mentioned in Sec. 2.2, all the spaces we consider are H-spaces and thus formal.
Nevertheless, we believe that it is interesting to explicitly present the minimal models as above.
2.4. Rank vs. connectivity degree. In this section we will highlight how the rank n of the Spin group
Spinpnq will have an effect on the corresponding k-connected cover. We start with identifying the minimal
rank so that the resulting rationalizations are not trivial, after which we consider the indefinite case Spinpp, qq.
Example 6 (The unstable case: Stringp3q). The case n “ 3 is special. From the point of view of classifying
spaces, the generator Q1 “ 12p1 in H4pBSpinp3q;Zq is further divisible by 2, or the first Pontrjagin class
pulled back from BSOp3q via the covering map Spinp3q Ñ Op3q is divisible by 4. This has interesting
consequences that we will not pursue here (see [Re11][Sa10]). From the rational point of view, however, the
story is different. Consider the identification Spinp3q – S3. Now forming Stringp3q is equivalent to forming
the 3-connected cover S3x4y of the 3-sphere. This latter space is known to be torsion. This is essentially due
to Serre’s result that pijpS3q is finite for j ą 3. Indeed forming the fibration Stringp3q Ñ Spinp3q Ñ KpZ, 3q
and rationalizing, we consider the fibration Spinτ p3q Ñ Spinp3q Ñ Spinp3qQ, where the leftmost term is
the homotopy fiber to be determined. This is homotopy equivalent to the fibration S3τ Ñ S3 Ñ S3Q, where
S3Q » KpQ, 3q »MpQ, 3q and the homotopy fiber S3τ »MpQ{Z, 2q is the Moore space for the quotient Q{Z.
In order to generalize to higher connected covers, we note that in the case of n “ 3, we have dimpSpinpnqq “
3, and the generator of pi3pSpinp3qq corresponds to the fundamental class in H3pSpinp3q;Zq. In the general
case the dimension of Spin(n) is d “ 12npn ´ 1q. Now, while it is true that Spinpnqx 12npn ´ 1qy are torsion
spaces and thus rationally trivial, we can state a sharper result.
Proposition 6. The pk´1q-connected cover of rank n ě 2, SpinpnqxkyQ, is homotopy trivial for k ě 4¨tn´12 u.
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Proof. It is a classic result that the rational cohomology H˚pSpinpnq;Qq is isomorphic to the exterior
algebra
Ź
Qpx3, x7, . . . , x4i´1q when n is odd and to ŹQpx3, x7, . . . , x4i´1, yn´1q for n even, where i “ tn´12 u.
Moreover it is clear that these algebras, equipped with the zero differential, describe a minimal model for
Spinpnq (see Sec. 2.3). From rational homotopy we know that V n – HomppinpSpinpnqq,Qq where V n denotes
the vector space of degree n generators. Thus it follows that the non-torsion generator of highest degree is
in degree 4 ¨ tn´12 u´ 1 and, upon killing this homotopy class in the Whitehead tower, the resulting space is
pure torsion. 2
Thus, for example, we have that Fivebranepnq :“ Spinpnqx8y is a torsion space for n ď 6, and Ninebranepnq :“
Spinpnqx12y is a torsion space for n ď 8.
The indefinite case Spinpp, qqxky. Note that we can consider rationalization of higher structures in the
indefinite signature, i.e. by taking connected covers of the semi-orthogonal SOpp, qq, prominent in semi-
Riemannian geometry. For degree 3, i.e. for Stringpp, qq, these are characterized in [SS15]. The homotopy
groups encountered there are complicated, but upon rationalizing the problem becomes much more tractable:
If p, q ă 3 then the problem is trivial. If we have p “ q “ 3 then we have two copies of the trivialization of
the 3-connected cover of S3, which is pure torsion (as in Example 6). For p “ q “ 4, we have four copies of
S3x4y. So far the rationalization of all these cases is trivial. Once we reach p, q ě 5 then we have two copies
of the nontrivial problem, i.e., a rationalization of Stringppq and of Stringpqq. The cases when p ‰ q can be
dealt with similarly.
Given the discussions in previous sections, the descriptions of the higher connected covers Fivebranepp, qqQ
and Ninebranepp, qq rationally will follow analogously. Note that this is in stark contrast with the calculations
in [SS15] where the various torsion groups arising notoriously in the indefinite case made the extension to
Fivebrane and Ninebrane not immediately possible.
Proposition 7. Let Spinpp, qqxky denote the pk´ 1q-connected cover of the indefinite Spin group Spinpp, qq.
(i) The rationalization takes the form
Spinpp, qqxkyQ » SpinppqxkyQ ˆ SpinpqqxkyQ if k ă 4 ¨ tmintp,qu´12 u .
(ii) This rationalization is trivial, i.e. the resulting spaces are torsion spaces, when
‚ p “ q such that k ě 4 ¨ tp´12 u “ 4 ¨ t q´12 u, or
‚ p ‰ q such that k ě 4tp´ 1u, k ě tq ´ 1u.
Intermediate cases can arise. For example, for Fivebranep7, qq the first factor Fivebranep7q is a torsion
space, while the second factor Fivebranepqq has a nontrivial rationalization for q ą 7.
3. Higher tangential structures
3.1. Rational Structures. Let G be a simply connected topological group. For a principal G-bundle
P ÑM and a homomorphism ρ : H Ñ G of topological groups, one says that the structure group of P lifts
from G to H if there is a principal H-bundle QÑM and a bundle isomorphism Qˆρ G – P over M , and
any principal H-bundle satisfying this property is an H-structure for P . Two H-structures are isomorphic
if there is a bundle isomorphism between them. From a homotopy theoretic perspective, we can associate
to any G-bundle P ÑM a classifying map f : M Ñ BG. The homomorphism ρ : H Ñ G induces a map of
classifying spaces, Bρ : BH Ñ BG and the associated G-bundle, EH ˆρ GÑ BH, is classified by the map
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Bρ. Thus a lifting of the classifying map along Bρ
BH
Bρ
M
f˜
55
f // BG.
corresponds to a lifting of the structure group from G to H as pf˜˚EHq ˆρ G – f˜˚Bρ˚EG – f˚EG. In
fact given a principal G-bundle P Ñ M and fixing a choice of classifying map, then there is a one-to-one
correspondence between homotopy classes of lifts of the classifying map along Bρ and isomorphism classes
of principal H-bundles which represent lifts of the structure group from G to H. We will take the homotopy
theoretic perspective in understanding lifts of the structure group and use the following definition.
Definition 8. Let P ÑM be a principal G-bundle.
(1) An H structure on P is a lift of the classifying map from BG to BH.
(2) Two H structures f˜ , f˜ 1 are isomorphic if there exists a homotopy H : r0, 1s ˆM Ñ BH such that
Hp0, xq “ f˜pxq, Hp1, xq “ f˜ 1pxq, and Bρ ˝Hpt, xq “ fpxq, @t P r0, 1s.
In [Re11], Redden studies the general case for liftings of the structure group where BH is the homotopy
fiber of a map λ : BG Ñ KpA, kq for an abelian group A and such that the group G is pk ´ 2q-connected.
For the purposes of this paper, we focus on topological groups arising in the Whitehead tower for Opnq and
thus the cases where G “ Opnqxk ´ 1y and H “ Opnqxky. We further remark that unless otherwise stated,
we assume that Opnqxk ´ 1y is in the stable range for n and will thus drop the index pnq from here on
out. Exploiting the connectivity of Oxk ´ 1y we have HkpBOxky;pik´1pOqq – pik´1pOq. For example, when
k “ 4 we have BOx4y “ BSpin and H4pBSpin;pi3pOqq – Z. Combining this isomorphism with Brown’s
representability theorem, the generator θk P pik´1pOq corresponds to a map θk : BOxky Ñ Kppik´1pOq, kq.
For a principal Oxk´ 1y-bundle, we denote θkpP q :“ f˚θk and this class represents the obstruction for P to
admit an Oxky-structure.
Using the loop space functor, there is a morphism rX,KpA, kqs Ñ rΩX,ΩKpA, kqs which corresponds
to a morphism H˚pX;Aq Ñ H˚´1pΩX;Aq. Setting X “ BG and identifying ΩBG » G, we obtain the
transgression map τ : H˚pBG;Aq Ñ H˚´1pG;Aq for any group G. In fact, if the group G is pk ´ 2q-
connected, then τ is the right inverse for dk, i.e. dkpτq “ Id, where dk is the cohomological transgression
arising from the kth page of the Serre spectral sequence of a fibration. Specializing to our case, we combine
several results from Section 2 of [Re11] into the following.
Proposition 9. Let P ÑM be an Oxk ´ 1y-bundle. Then
(1) P admits an Oxky-structure if and only if f˚θk “ 0.
(2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between homotopy classes of Oxky-structures and cohomology
classes γ P Hk´1pP ;pik´1pOqq such that ιx˚γ “ τθkpP q.
(3) The set of Oxky-structures up to homotopy is an Hk´1pM ;pik´1pOqq-torsor.
We provide a sketch of the proof here. A full and much more detailed proof of this proposition can be
found in [Re11]. We note that the first statement follows from the fact that BOxk`1y can be realized as the
homotopy fiber of θk : BOxky Ñ Kppik´1pOq, kq and thus a lift of the classifying map f exists if and only if
θk ˝ f » ˚. The second statement requires somewhat more detail. However we note that the map from the
homotopy classes of Oxky-structures to cohomology on the total space P is given by using the contractibility
of EOxky. A lift of the classifying map f to BOxk ` 1y induces a map on P to a fiber of Bρ˚EOxky,
which by construction has the homotopy type of Kppik´1pOq, k ´ 1q, and thus defines a cohomology class in
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Hk´1pP ;pik´1pOqq. For the third statement, we can consider the Serre spectral sequence corresponding to
the principal bundle P ÑM . Utilizing the connectivity of the fiber, there is an exact sequence
0 // Hk´1pM ;pik´1pOqq pi
˚
// Hk´1pP ;pik´1pOqq
ι˚x // Hk´1pPx;pik´1pOqq dk // HkpM ;pik´1pOqq ,
where ιx˚ denotes the pullback along the inclusion of the fiber over x and dk is the differential arising from
the kth page of the Serre spectral sequence.
The result of this proposition is that one can classify Oxky-structures by certain cohomology classes in
the total space. This leads us to the following definition.
Definition 10. For an Oxk´1y-bundle P ÑM , an Oxky class is a cohomology class γ P Hk´1pP ;pik´1pOqq
such that ιx˚γ “ τθkpP q for each fiber inclusion ιx : Oxk ´ 1y Ñ P .
Considering the process of rationalization and our discussion surrounding the rational Whitehead tower
in Sec. 2.1, we can construct a nice parallel to this story of Oxky-structures by considering the rational
Whitehead tower over BO. Given a homomorphism of groups ρ : H Ñ G, let ρQ : HQ Ñ GQ represent the
rationalization of ρ. This in turn induces a morphism of classifying spaces BρQ : BHQ Ñ BGQ. Note that, as
we have seen in Sec. 2.2, we can think about BGQ equally via either delooping of H-spaces or via classifying
spaces of groups. On the other hand, if we have a principal G-bundle, then the composition of the classifying
map f : M Ñ BG with the rationalization of BG, `BG : BG Ñ BGQ, gives a map fQ : M Ñ BGQ. Note
that as BpGQq » pBGqQ then, in the context of classifying spaces, there is no ambiguity in using the notation
BGQ. In order to pursue the analogy with G-structures as above, we begin with the following definition.
Definition 11. Given a principal G-bundle P Ñ M , a rational H-structure on P is given by a lift of the
classifying map fQ : M Ñ BGQ along the map BρQ : BHQ Ñ BGQ.
For our purposes, we specialize this to the case of Oxky-structures.
Example 7 (Rational Whitehead tower of O). Consider the rational Whitehead tower corresponding to the
classifying space BO. As the rationalization induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups tensored with Q
and, since the only non-torsion homotopy groups piipOq occur when i “ 4k´ 1, the rational Whitehead tower
looks as follows
...

KpQ, 11q // BOx16yQ “ BNinebraneQ

KpQ, 7q // BOx12yQ “ BFivebraneQ

p
Q
3 // KpQ, 12q
KpQ, 3q // BOx8yQ “ BStringQ
p
Q
2 //

KpQ, 8q
BOx4yQ “ BSpinQ
p
Q
1 // KpQ, 4q .
The first two homotopy groups of O are torsion, so that BOQ » BSOQ – BSpinQ. Similarly, in the next
period of the real Bott periodicity, the two homotopy groups of O in degrees 9 and 10 are torsion, so that (in
the notation of [Sa14], see also Sec. 3.3) B2OrientQ » B2SpinQ » BNinebraneQ. Note that the obstructions
are given a priori by fractions of the indicated Pontrjagin classes. However, since we are working rationally,
these are equivalent to the bare classes.
Once we rationalize, our structures connect to classical constructions.
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Example 8. (i) (Rational String structures). Let G be a compact Lie group and H a closed subgroup. Then
the coset space G{H has vanishing pQ1 provided the Killing form of g “ LiepGq restricts to a multiple of the
Killing form of h “ LiepHq [Ba81]. Consequently, the same holds if the subgroup H is simple [Ba81][Si82].
(ii) (Rational Fivebrane structures). Manifolds admitting differentiable action of the groups G “ SUpnq,
SOpnq, or Sppnq with vanishing pQ1 and pQ2 are studied in [HH67][Gr74].
(iii) (Rational Ninebrane structures). In fact, in [Si82, Prop. 3.2] a criterion for constructing quotients G{H
with pQ1 “ pQ2 “ pQ3 is given in terms of the positive roots tβiusi“1 of H. This is the requirement that the sumřs
i“1 β2mi is contained in the ideal I of the ring H˚pBH;Qq generated by q˚p rH˚pBG;Qqq for 1 ď m ď 3.
(iv) (Rational Ninebrane structures). Requiring pQ1 “ pQ2 “ pQ3 “ 0 for manifolds of dimension at most
twelve is equivalent to these being rationally parallelizable. This happens for G{H with H locally isomorphic
to SUp2q (see [Si82, Cor 3.3]).
3.2. Variations on rational Fivebrane classes. We start by discussing in detail the k “ 8 case, i.e. when
we have a principal String-bundle and wish to investigate when it admits a rational Fivebrane structure. As
the space String is 6-connected with pi7pStringq – pi7pOq – Z, it follows from the Hurewicz and Universal
Coefficients Theorem that H7pString;Qq – Q. Tracing what it means for a manifold M to have a Fivebrane
structure, we make the following definitions.
Definition 12. A rational Fivebrane structure is a lift of the String-principal bundle piString : P ÑM to the
homotopy fiber hofibp 16pQ2 q of the rationalized classifying map f : M Ñ BStringQ.
Note here that we have chosen to study the homotopy fiber of a representative of 16p
Q
2 . As above (see
Example 7), we could have chosen to study the homotopy fiber of pQ2 or even rp
Q
2 for any r P Q, as the
resulting classifying spaces are all homotopy equivalent. The only discrepancy here will be that the rational
Fivebrane structures will differ by an homotopy equivalence. Thus, up to isomorphism, these structures are
the same.
We now refer to the discussion just before Prop. 9. Setting a7 P H7pString;Qq to be the generator given
by a7 :“ τp 16pQ2 q, we make the following definition.
Definition 13. A rational Fivebrane structure class is a cohomology class F P H7pP ;Qq such that ιx˚F “
a7 P H7pString;Qq for each fiber inclusion ιx : String Ñ P .
As with the integral case [SSS09], it follows that these rational Fivebrane structure classes form a torsor for
H7pM ;Qq. Furthermore, the case of finite rank can be treated similarly, taking into account the discussions
in Sec. 2.4.
At this stage, our goal is to describe higher structures (beyond Spin) using Spin structures to the extent
of which it is possible. We will do this here for Fivebrane and in the next section for Ninebrane structures.
Given a principal String-bundle piString : P ÑM , there is an underlying principal Spin-bundle piSpin : QÑM
which fits into the following commutative diagram
String //
µ0

P
piString
((
µ

M
Spin // Q
piSpin
66
where the homomorphism µ0 : String Ñ Spin has fiber a KpZ, 2q and the bundle map µ is µ0 equivariant.
For the homomorphism µ0, we have the following useful fact when considering rational cohomology.
Lemma 14. The map µ0 : String Ñ Spin induces an isomorphism µ0˚ : H7pSpin;Qq –ÝÑ H7pString;Qq.
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We have defined rational Fivebrane classes solely as any class in H7pP ;Qq which restricts to a certain
generator in H7pString;Qq. We make two notes regarding this. The first is that the transgression map
is invariant under rationalization. Thus if we have a generator 16p2 P H8pBString;Zq, then p 16p2qQ is a
generator for H8pBString;Qq. More importantly, we have τpp 16p2qQq “ pτp 16p2qqQ. The consequence of this
is the following.
Lemma 15. The rationalization of any Fivebrane class is a rational Fivebrane class.
Proof. Every Fivebrane class F P H7pP ;Zq satisfies ιx˚F “ τp 16p2q. Then, by naturality of rationalization
and what we noted above, the rational class FQ satisfies
ιx˚FQ “ pιx˚FqQ “ pτp 16p2qqQ “ a7 .
Hence FQ is a rational Fivebrane class. 2
Thus for any ordinary Fivebrane class, there is a corresponding rational Fivebrane class. The second
thing we note is that with the isomorphism from Lemma 14, we can define a generator of H7pSpin;Qq as
pρ˚q´1pτp 16p2qq. For simplicity we will denote this class as a˜7. We will also set a3 :“ τpp 12p1qQq P H3pSpin;Qq.
Consequently, by considering the underlying Spin bundle for our String bundle, we can define classes here
similar to how Fivebrane classes are defined cohomologically.
To that end, let piSpin : QÑM denote the underlying Spin bundle.
Definition 16. A rational Spin-Fivebrane class is a cohomology class FQ in H7pQ;Qq such that ιx˚FQ “
a˜7 P H7pSpin;Qq for each x PM .
The main question we pursue now is how the two definitions, Def. 13 and Def. 16, are related. It is not
too difficult to show that every rational Spin-Fivebrane class gets mapped by µ˚ to a rational Fivebrane
class; however we can say more, still for String bundles.
Theorem 17. Let piString : P Ñ M be a principal String-bundle and let piSpin : Q Ñ M be its underlying
principal Spin-bundle. (i) For every rational Spin-Fivebrane class F P H7pQ;Qq, the pullback ρ˚F is a
rational Fivebrane class.
(ii) For any rational Fivebrane class F P H7pP ;Qq there is a Spin-Fivebrane class F˜ P H7pQ;Qq such that
µ˚F˜ “ F .
(iii) Two classes F , F 1 P H7pQ;Qq will give the same rational Fivebrane class if F ´F 1 “ S ¨piS˚pinφ4 where
S P H3pQ;Qq is the String structure class and φ4 P H4pM ;Qq is a rational cohomology class.
Proof. The main ingredient that will be used in the proof is the corresponding Serre spectral sequences
for the bundles Q and P along with the spectral sequences for the universal bundles over the classifying
spaces BSpin and BString. Let fSpin and fString be the classifying map of Q and P respectively. The second
page of the spectral sequence for Q is as follows
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H∗(Spin)
7 a7
... 0 0 0 0 0
3 a3 · · · a3H3(M) · · · · · ·
... 0 0 0 0 0
0 Q · · · H3(M) · · · H7(M)
0 · · · 3 · · · 7 H∗(M)
As the spectral sequence converges to the cohomology of the total space and as are coefficients are Q, it
follows that we have a non-canonical splitting
H7pQ;Qq – E7,08 ‘ E4,38 ‘ E0,78 .
Thus we want to calculate each of these terms. On E7,08 , we have that the differentials dr are all zero
since Ep,qr “ 0 for q ă 0. Thus the only differential of interest is d4 : E3,34 Ñ E7,04 . Let us determine
how the differential acts on generators of E3,34 . Using that E
3,3
4 – E3,32 – Qra3s b H3pMq, then a typical
generator is of the form a3u3 where u3 P H3pM ;Qq. We also know that d4pa3q “ 12p1 where p1 is the first
Pontrjagin class of M , and since M admits a String structure, then p1 “ 0. Thus, since dr are derivations,
d4pa3u3q “ dpa3qu3 ` a3dpu3q “ 0 for any generator of E3,34 and thus E7,08 “ H7pM ;Qq.
For E0,78 , the only relevant differentials are d5 : E0,75 Ñ E5,35 and d8 : E0,78 Ñ E8,08 . Since dr is zero for
r ď 4 and 6 ď r ă 8, then it follows that E0,75 – Qra7s. To see what d5 and d8 map Rra7s to, we will use the
spectral sequence for the universal bundle Spinpnq Ñ ESpin Ñ BSpin along with naturality of the bundle
map coming from the classifying map f : M Ñ BSpin. Let F p,qr represent the spectral sequence for the
universal bundle. Then the map f : M Ñ BSpin induces maps f˚ : F p,qr Ñ Ep,qr such that f˚ is the identity
when p “ 0. Thus d5pa7q “ d5pf˚a7q “ f˚d5pa7q “ 0 since H5pBSpin;Qq “ 0 which means F 5,3˚ “ 0. By the
same reasoning, since d8 maps a7 to the generator of H
8pBSpin;Qq then for Q, d8pa7q “ 16p2 where p2 is the
second Pontrjagin class. Since Q has a Fivebrane structure, then d8pa7q “ 0 and thus E0,78 “ E0,72 – Rra7s.
It follows that
H7pQ;Qq – Qra7s ‘ E4,38 ‘H7pM ;Qq.
Through a similar argument, we find that H7pP ;Qq – Qra7s ‘H7pM ;Qq where we now have E4,38 “ 0 since
H3pString;Qq “ 0. The bundle morphism µ : P Ñ Q induces a homomorphism µ˚ : H7pQ;Qq Ñ H7pP ;Qq
and thus a homomorphism between each page of the spectral sequences. It follows that µ˚ is surjective, and
that Kerpµ˚q “ E4,38 . To finish the proof, it only remains for us to show that E4,38 – Qra3s b H4pM ;Qq.
Indeed, the only nontrivial differential is d4 : E
4,3
4 Ñ E8,04 and since we have already shown that d4pa3q “ 0
then it follows that d4 is also trivial. 2
Remark 2. (i) Theorem 17 demonstrates the degree to which the underlying Spin bundle can be used to
classify lifts of the String bundles rationally. The difference between the integral and rational case is torsion
and the Bockstein sequence corresponding to the short exact sequence 1 Ñ Z Ñ Q Ñ Q{Z Ñ 1 prescribes
to what degree that they differ. Thus two Fivebrane structures are identified rationally if their difference
corresponds to a torsion class in H7pM ;Zq.
(ii) Theorem 17, furthermore, gives us a similar understanding of what happens when going from Spin-
Fivebrane to Fivebrane classes rationally. Part (i) tells us that every rational Spin-Fivebrane class gives rise
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to a rational Fivebrane class. Part (iii) identifies when any two rational Spin-Fivebrane classes correspond
to the same rational Fivebrane class.
This says that rationally all the information on Fivebrane structures is essentially encoded in the under-
lying Spin bundles. In fact, it follows immediately that we have
Corollary 18. If H4pM ;Zq is torsion, then the set of rational Fivebrane classes and rational Spin-Fivebrane
classes are in bijective correspondence.
Settings where this occurs include the following.
Example 9. (i) The Witten manifolds Mk,`, which are S
1 bundles over the product of complex projective
spaces CP 2ˆCP 1, are classified in [KS88] according to two integers k and `. They have H4pMk,`;Zq “ Z{`2.
(ii) Generalized Witten manifolds Nkl are defined as the total spaces of fiber bundles with fiber the lens space
Lkp`2, `2q and structure group S1. They have H4pNkl;Zq – Z|`1`2| [Es05].
(iii) Quaternionic line bundles E over closed Spin manifolds of dimension 4k ´ 1 with c2pEq P H4pM ;Zq
being torsion are considered in [CG13] via generalizations of the Kreck-Stolz invariants.
The above structures are also somewhat related to pi-structures, as defined (and highlighted) in [Sa14, Def.
6.1]. In the absence of a rational String structure or, more precisely, if the obstruction pQ1 for rational String
structures does not vanish, then the concept of a rational Spin-Fivebrane structure is equivalent to a rational
p2-structure. A p2-structure is a lift of BO to BOxp2y and a rational p2-structure, i.e., a pQ2 -structure, is a
lift of the corresponding rationalizations.
3.3. Variations on rational Ninebrane classes. We now extend the results from the last section to the
next higher connected cover of the orthogonal group O. Following [Sa14], let 2Spin and Ninebrane denote the
groups Ox11y and Ox15y respectively. Notice that in our Whitehead tower BOxky for k “ 10, 12 is obtained by
killing homotopy groups that are completely torsion. Hence rationally, H˚pBOxky;Qq – H˚pBFivebrane;Qq
for k “ 10, 12. So to follow along the lines of rational Fivebrane structures, we may define rational Ninebrane
structures, and so on, for all the k-connected covers of O which correspond to the killing of integral homotopy
groups.
Definition 19. A rational Ninebrane structure is a lift of the 2Spin-principal bundle pi2Spin : T ÑM to the
homotopy fiber F p 1240p3qQ of the rational classifying map f : M Ñ B2SpinQ.
Definition 20. A rational Ninebrane class is a cohomology class NQ P H11pT ;Qq such that ιx˚N “ a11 “
τp 1240pQ3 q P H11p2Spin;Qq for each inclusion ιx : 2Spin Ñ T.
Now, just as we did in the case of Fivebrane structures, we will relate these classes to ones on the
underlying Spin bundle. In order to do this, as we compared degree 7 rational cohomology between Spin
and String we need to compare the degree 11 rational cohomology of Spin and 2Spin. Letting ρ0 denote the
homomorphism ρ0 : 2Spin Ñ Spin, we consider here a principal 2Spin-bundle T and let Q again denote the
induced principal Spin-bundle with a bundle map ρ : T Ñ Q which is ρ0-equivariant.
Lemma 21. The map ρ0 : 2Spin Ñ Spin induces an isomorphism ρ0˚ : H11pSpin;Qq –ÝÑ H11p2Spin;Qq.
Proof. We recall from Sec. 2.4 that the rational cohomology of Spin is given by the exterior algebraŹ
Qpx3, x7, x11, . . .q. This gives a minimal model for Spin, and from the process of killing homotopy classes in
the Whitehead tower, the CDGA pŹpx11, x15, . . .q, 0q provides a minimal model for 2Spin. Moreover, the map
ρ : 2Spin Ñ Spin induces a map ρ˚ : pŹpx3, x7, x11, . . .q, 0q Ñ pŹpx11, x15, . . .q, 0q under which ρ˚pxkq “ 0
for k “ 3, 7 and ρ˚px11q “ x11. Thus it follows that on the level of cohomology, ρ˚ : H11pSpin;Qq Ñ
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H11p2Spin;Qq is an isomorphism. Note that, for degree reasons, x11 generates both degree 11 cohomology
groups.
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Now we can use Lemma 21 to relate rational Ninebrane classes to classes on the underlying Spin bundle.
Definition 22. A rational Spin-Ninebrane class is a cohomology class NQ in H11pQ;Qq such that ιx˚NQ “
a˜11 P H11pSpin;Qq for each x PM .
We characterize these new classes as follows.
Theorem 23. Let pi2Spin : P ÑM be a principal 2Spin-bundle with M simply connected and let piSpin : QÑ
M be its underlying principal Spin-bundle. (i) For every rational Spin-Ninebrane class NQ P H11pQ;Qq, the
pullback ρ˚NQ is a rational Ninebrane class.
(ii) Any rational Ninebrane structure MQ P H11pT ;Qq is the image MQ “ ρ˚NQ of a rational Spin-
Ninebrane class NQ P H11pQ;Qq.
(iii) Two classes NQ,N 1Q P H11pQ;Qq will give the same rational Ninebrane structure if
NQ ´N 1Q “ S ¨ piS˚pinψ8 ` F ¨ piS˚pinφ4 ,
where S P H3pQ;Qq is the String structure class, F P H7pQ;Qq is the Fivebrane structure class, ψ8 P
H8pM ;Qq, and φ4 P H4pM ;Qq are rational cohomology classes.
Proof. The proof follows along similar lines as the proof of Theorem 17. Given a 2Spin-bundle T over a
manifold M , we have an induced Spin-bundle over M, by Lemma 21, induced by the fibration ρ : 2Spin Ñ
Spin. By Lemma 21, we also know that this fibration induces an isomorphism on rational cohomology of
degree 11. In keeping with our notation, we will denote this induced Spin bundle as Q. Now as before, we
will compare the Serre spectral sequences corresponding to the rational cohomology for both bundles. As
Hkp2Spin;Qq “ 0 for 0 ă k ă 11, it follows easily that H11pT ;Qq “ Qra11s‘H11pM ;Qq. Now for the bundle
Q, the second page of the Serre spectral sequence is provided below.
We would like to calculate the entries Ep,q8 such that p ` q “ 11. It follows immediately that E2,98 “
E3,88 “ E5,68 “ E6,58 “ E7,48 “ E9,28 “ E10,18 “ 0, and E1,108 “ 0 as M is simply connected. Thus
H11pT ;Qq – E0,118 ‘ E4,78 ‘ E8,38 ‘ E11,08 .
On inspection of the universal Spin bundle, we find that d4pa˜3q “ b4, d8pa˜7q “ b8, and d12pa˜11q “ b12, where
bi P HipBSpin;Qq and a˜i P HipBSpin;Qq are generators. We also find that for all other possible differentials,
drpaiq “ 0. Using functoriality of the differential maps and using the classifying map of Q to compare with
the universal Spin bundle, it follows that drpa3q “ 0 for r ‰ 4, drpa7q “ 0 for r ‰ 8, and drpa11q “ 0 for
r ‰ 12.
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H∗(Spin)
11 a11
10 a3a7 0
... 0 0 0 0
7 a7 · · · · · · a7H3(M) a7H4(M)
... 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 a3 · · · · · · a3H3(M) a3H4(M) a3H8(M)
... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Q 0 H2(M) H3(M) H4(M) H8(M) H11(M)
0 1 2 3 4 · · · 8 · · · 11 H∗(M)
Then we may proceed along the same lines as in Theorem 17 to identify the following pages
E0,118 – Qra11s , E4,78 – Qra7s bH4pM ;Qq ,
E11,08 – H11pM ;Qq , E8,38 – Qra3s bH8pM ;Qq ,
from which the theorem follows. 2
Remark 3. This theorem shows again that for Ninebrane structures most of the information is rationally
encoded in the underlying Spin bundle. While the kernel of the map which assigns rational Spin-Ninebrane
classes to rational Ninebrane classes is larger, we still have a surjection. In fact, this process should extend
further to higher structures. The reason is that we are making use of the fact that, rationally, there is an
isomorphism
H12pBSpin;Qq{ppQ1 , pQ2 q – H12pB2Spin;Qq .
Through minimal models (see Sec. 2.3), it becomes clear that isomorphisms such as these continue to occur
for higher connected covers of Spin. The difficulty in extending this definition then becomes more of a problem
with determining the kernel of these maps.
Again, we have the following.
Corollary 24. If H4pM ;Zq and H8pM ;Zq are pure torsion, then the set of rational Ninebrane classes and
rational Spin-Ninebrane classes are in bijective correspondence.
Example 10. We can give a nontrivial example of a manifold X which has torsion H4pX;Zq, vanishing
H8pX;Zq and non-torsion H12pX;Zq. Let SUp2q be the subgroup of SUp4q consisting of all block diagonal
matrices diagpA,Aq where A P SUp2q. Then the 12-dimensional quotient X “ SUp4q{SUp2q, viewed as the
base of an S3 bundle, is stably parallelizable with H4pX;Zq “ Z2, H8pX;Zq “ 0 and H12pX;Zq “ Z [Si82,
Lemma 6.5].
3.4. Gauge transformations. We now consider automorphisms of bundles equipped with the structures
that we have just defined above. Let G be a topological group and G Ñ P ξÝÑ X be a continuous G-
principal bundle. Let GpP q be the gauge group of P , i.e. the group of bundle automorphisms of P . An
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element η P GpP q is a bundle isomorphism of P that fits into the diagram (see e.g. [Co98])
P
η
–
//

P

X
“ // X .
Equivalently, GpP q is the group P “ AutGpP q of G-equivariant homeomorphisms of P covering the identity.
If P is the trivial bundle X ˆ G Ñ X then GpP q is given by the function space from X to G, i.e. GpP q –
MappX,Gq. When X has a basepoint x0 P X, one can also consider the based gauge group G0pP q, which is
the subgroup of GpP q whose elements fix the fiber Px0 , i.e.,
G0pP q “ tη P GpP q | if p P Px0 then ηppq “ pu .
In relation to Fivebrane and Spin-Fivebrane classes, we consider in general a principal Oxk ´ 1y-bundle. In
the case where the structure group of this bundle lifts to Oxky then, as noted above in Sec. 3.2, these lifts
are classified up to homotopy by classes in Hk´1pP ;pik´1pOqq which pull back under the fiber inclusion map
ιx : Px Ñ P , for every x P X, to the class corresponding to a chosen generator of Hk´1pOxk ´ 1y;pik´1pOqq.
As gauge transformations describe homotopy equivalences (or even homeomorphisms) of the total space,
the induced morphisms on cohomology are isomorphisms. Gauge transformations in the based gauge group
fix the fiber over the basepoint of X. Thus for η P G0pP q, we have η˚ιx˚0 “ ιx˚0 . Fixing an element in
H˚pP ;pik´1pOqq and using that there is a canonical isomorphism between the cohomology of each fiber
and the cohomology of Oxk ´ 1y, we can view the pullback ιx˚ as an assignment of a cohomology class in
H˚pOxk ´ 1y, pik´1pOqq to each element x P X.
Proposition 25. The unbased and based gauge groups of a SpinpnqxkyQ bundle over X are given by the
mapping spaces
G » MappX,ΠαKpQ,mαqq , G0 » Map˚pX,ΠαKpQ,mαqq .
Proof. This follows from various classical results in the literature as well as our earlier discussion in Sec.
2.2. Since all of our connected cover groups are rationally abelian, this means that the gauge groups, which
are G-equivariant maps, become simply just maps, i.e. G “ MappX,Gq. More precisely, the gauge trans-
formations are G-equivariant homeomorphisms, which are equivalent to equivariant maps P Ñ G (where G
acts on itself by conjugation), and since G is abelian, the map is constant on each fiber. Alternatively, the
same holds, by [FO09, Cor 2.2], since all components of MappX,BGq have the same homotopy type. Now
we use the fact that G » ΠKpQ,miq (see Prop. 3). A similar discussion holds for the based case. Note that
this does not require any finiteness conditions on X. 2
Note that the gauge groups arise as full spaces of maps rather than homotopy classes of maps, in which
case the gauge group would have been some combination of cohomology classes. We will unpack some of
these mapping spaces in order to appreciate the rich structure. We will first consider the more familiar SpinQ
gauge transformations and ask whether they lift to StringQ gauge transformations. To that end, consider
the fibration KpQ, 2q Ñ StringQ pÑ SpinQ and the corresponding lift
StringQ
p

X
u1 //
u
77
SpinQ .
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Hence we would like to consider the decomposition of the mapping space MappX,StringQq. Given a map
u : X Ñ StringQ, we define the mapping space MapupX; StringQ,SpinQq to be the space of all maps f : X Ñ
StringQ such that p˝f “ p˝u “ u1. The fibration u1˚ ppq is a fiber homotpically trivial fibration [Th57]. Then
MapupX; StringQ,SpinQq » Mapu1pX,KpQ, 2qq for some map u1 : X Ñ KpQ, 2q, as MapupX; StringQ,SpinQq
can be interpreted as a space of sections of u1˚ ppq, as in [Mø87]. Then, it follows from [Ha82][Ha81][Th57]
that the function space takes the form MapupX;Y,Bq “
śn
i“0KpHn´ipX;Gq, iq when Y Ñ B is a KpG,nq
fibration. Specializing to our case where we have Y “ StringQ, B “ SpinQ, and the map u corresponds to
some rational String gauge transformation, we get the equivalence
MapupX; StringQ,SpinQq »
2ź
i“0
KpH2´ipX;Qq, iq .
This then implies the following characterization of those gauge transformations that lift.
Proposition 26. If X is 1-connected then MapupX; StringQ,SpinQq » H2pX;Qq ˆKpQ, 2q.
Example 11. For S2 we have MapupS2; StringQ,SpinQq » KpQ, 0qˆKpQ, 2q, while for Sm, m ą 2 we have
MapupSm; StringQ,SpinQq » KpQ, 2q.
We can similarly consider the next two fibrations KpQ, 6q Ñ FivebraneQ Ñ StringQ and KpQ, 10q Ñ
NinebraneQ Ñ FivebraneQ. In these cases, the results in [Ha82][Ha81][Th57] lead us to
MapupX; FivebraneQ,StringQq »
6ź
i“0
KpH6´ipX;Qq, iq .
MapupX; NinebraneQ,FivebraneQq »
10ź
i“0
KpH10´ipX;Qq, iq .
These are considerable spaces to deal with in practice and in applications. Nevertheless, we can get something
tractable upon imposing some conditions.
Proposition 27. (i) If X is 6-connected or if HipX;Zq is pure torsion for i ď 6, then given a rational
String gauge transformation u, the space of lifts of u to rational Fivebrane gauge transformations is given by
MapupX,FivebraneQ,StringQq – H6pX;Qq.
(ii) If X is 10-connected or if HipX;Zq, i ď 10 is pure torsion, then given a rational Fivebrane gauge
transformation u, the space of lifts of u to rational Ninebrane gauge transformations is given by
MapupX,NinebraneQ,FivebraneQq – H10pX;Qq.
Example 12. The String to Fivebrane gauge transformations for the case of Sm for m ě 7 are given as
KpQ, 6q, while for S6 they are KpQ, 0qˆKpQ, 6q. Similarly, the Fivebrane to Ninebrane gauge transformations
for the case of Sm for m ě 11 are given as KpQ, 10q, while for S10 they are KpQ, 0q ˆKpQ, 10q.
In terms of classifying spaces, we can consider the fibration KpQ, 3q Ñ BStringQ BpÝÝÑ BSpinQ. Given
a principal StringQ-bundle, we can consider its classifying map f : X Ñ BStringQ. Then the mapping
space Mapf pX;BStringQ, BSpinQq describes the space of all maps from X to BStringQ which lift the map
Bp ˝ f : X Ñ BSpinQ, and we have
Mapf pX;BStringQ, BSpinQq »
3ź
i“0
KpH3´ipX;Qq, iq .
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Similarly we can again consider the fibrations related to FivebraneQ and NinebraneQ (with the appropriate
f) as above to obtain
Mapf pX;BFivebraneQ, BStringQq »
7ź
i“0
KpH7´ipX;Qq, iq .
Mapf pX;BNinebraneQ, BFivebraneQq »
11ź
i“0
KpH11´ipX;Qq, iq .
In general, as the rational homotopy groups pikpOq are Q for k “ 3 mod 4, and 0 otherwise, then we can
consider the set of lifts for a principal Ox4k´1yQ-bundle to a principal Ox4k`3yQ-bundle. We have fibrations
KpQ, 4k´1q Ñ BOx4k`4yQ ξ4k`4ÝÝÝÑ BOx4kyQ. Then, using the fact that the fibrations associated with gauge
transformations can be extended to classifying spaces [FO09], which we call “the space of Ox4k ` 3yQ
structures”, we have the following.
Proposition 28. Let f : X Ñ BOQx4k ` 4y be a classifying map for an Ox4k ` 3yQ-bundle over X. Then
the space of Ox4k ` 3yQ-structures on the underlying Ox4k ´ 1yQ-bundle is given by the space
Mapf pX;BOx4k ` 4yQ, BOx4kyQq »
4k´1ź
i“0
KpH4k´1´ipX;Qq, iq .
Recall Proposition 9 which established that the set of isomorphism classes of Ox4ky-structures is a torsor
for H4k´1pX;pi4k´1pOqq. For rational structures, this proposition still holds where now the set of isomor-
phisms classes of Ox4k ` 3yQ-structures is a torsor for H4k´1pX;Qq. Now as isomorphic bundles have
homotopic classifying maps, then we can equivalently interpret the set of isomorphism classes of Ox4k` 3y-
structures lifting an Ox4k´1y bundle as the connected components pi0 of Mapf pX;BOx4k`4yQ, BOx4kyQq.
Using the homotopy equivalence of Prop. 28, we can explicitly calculate to find
pi0
`
Mapf pX;BOx4k ` 4yQ, BOx4kyQq
˘ – pi0´ 4k´1ź
i“0
KpH4k´1´ipX;Qq, iq
¯
– H4k´1pX;Qq .
This agrees with Proposition 9.
Remark 4. (i) In relation to our previous discussion on rational Spin-Fivebrane structures in Sec. 3.2,
we considered the problem of classifying Fivebrane structures on a principal String-bundle by classes on the
underlying Spin-bundle. Following along this theme, we again consider a principal StringQ-bundle and its
underlying SpinQ-bundle, and we consider the maps p
1 : FivebraneQ Ñ StringQ and p : StringQ Ñ SpinQ.
Then we have the classifying map f : X Ñ BStringQ and composition with Bp gives the classifying map
for the principal SpinQ-bundle. Suppose further that the classifying map f lifts along Bp
1 to a map f˜ :
X Ñ BFivebraneQ. Then the space Mapf˜ pX;BFivebraneQ, BSpinQq represents liftings of the underlying
SpinQ-bundle to a FivebraneQ structure. It follows from [Mø87] that there is a fibration
Mapf˜ pX;BFivebraneQ, BStringQq ÝÑ Mapf˜ pX;BFivebraneQ, BSpinQq ÝÑ Mapf pX;BStringQ, BSpinQq
(ii) Similarly, we consider what happens with gauge transformations. Let u : X Ñ FivebraneQ be rational
Fivebrane gauge transformation. Then there is a fibration
MapupX; FivebraneQ,StringQq ÝÑ MapupX; FivebraneQ,SpinQq ÝÑ MappupX; StringQ,SpinQq .
We now consider the rational homotopy groups of the gauge group G. In particular, we will consider
instances when G itself admits a (variant of) rational String, Fivebrane or Ninebrane cover. The following
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results and examples can be generalized in straightforward ways; however, we pick the dimensions indicated
as these seem to be most relevant for applications. The following few results are really corollaries of a slight
generalization of one of the main results in [FO09, Theorem 3.1]: If X has the homotopy type of a CW
complex then the homotopy groups of the gauge group are given as
(3.1) piQq pGpP qq –
ÿ
rě0
HrpX;Qq b piQr`qpGq .
(3.2) piQq pG0pP qq –
ÿ
rě0
H˜rpX;Qq b piQr`qpGq .
The statement and proof given in [FO09] are for G a Lie group. However, we observe that the proof goes
through for our kind of abelian topological groups; in fact, it can also be deduced directly from Proposition
25. In our case, the relevant homotopy groups are piQ4i´1pGq for i ě 1. This then admits an interplay with
H4kpX;Qq, somewhat similar to the kind of relations we encountered in the variations of the Spin-Fivebrane
and Spin-Ninebrane structures in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3.
Proposition 29. Let P Ñ X be a principal G bundle on an n-dimensional manifold X where the group G
is k-connected. Then the gauge group GpP q is q-connected where q “ k ´ n.
Proof. This follows directly from the formula for the homotopy groups of the gauge group. For the values
q ď k ´ n, we have piQq`rpGq “ 0 by assumption and thus piQr`qpGq “ 0 for r ď n. 2
Specializing to the case where the group G is a connected cover of Opnq, we notice that as a feature of
Bott periodicity, the homotopy groups of the gauge group are periodic. As we noted above, Bott periodicity
says that piipOQq “ pii`4pOQq for all i ě 0, and piipOQq “ Q for i “ 4k ` 3 and 0 everywhere else. This
translates to gauge groups as follows.
Proposition 30. Consider a principal G-bundle P Ñ X where G “ OxkyQ. The homotopy groups of the
gauge group GpP q satisfy the following periodicity conditions
piqpGpP qq “ piq`4pGpP qq and piqpG0pP qq “ piq`4pG0pP qq
for every q ě k.
Proof. For the case of G “ SpinQ, following equation (3.1) we calculate the first four homotopy groups
piQ1 pGpP qq –
ř
rě0H4r`2pX;Qq b piQ4r`3pGq , piQ2 pGpP qq –
ÿ
rě0
H4r`1pX;Qq b piQ4r`3pGq ,
piQ3 pGpP qq –
ř
rě0H4rpX;Qq b piQ4r`3pGq , piQ4 pGpP qq –
ÿ
rě0
H4r´1pX;Qq b piQ4r`3pGq ,
and use Bott periodicity. In calculating pi5, noting that pi3pGq “ pi7pGq “ Q, we get pi5pGpP qq “ pi1pGpP qq.
In general, if L “ q modp4q, then pir`qpGq is non zero for r “ 4i ` 3 ´ L ě 0. We further note that as
HrpX;Qq is a Q-vector space then tensoring by Q induces an isomorphism. Thus for general q we have
(3.3) piQq pGpP qq –
ÿ
rě0
H4r`3´LpX;Qq b pi4r`3´L`qpGq –
ÿ
rě0
H4r`3´LpX;Qq,
and as q ´L “ 0 mod(4), then this equation only depends on q modulo 4 and the periodicity result follows.
Now we consider the case where G “ SpinxkyQ. Thus piipGq “ 0 for i ă k. Equation (3.3) still holds as
long as 3´L`q ě k. Since 3´L ě 0, it follows that q ě k. The proof for the based gauge group is identical. 2
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We observe that requiring the gauge group to be higher connected places conditions both on the underlying
space X as well as on lifting the structure group G, taken here to be a priori the Spin group, in the following
sense.
Corollary 31 (String cover of the gauge group). The gauge group G for Spin bundles over X is rationally
3-connected in the following cases:
(i) If dimX ď 3 and G is the rational String group.
(ii) If dimX ď 7 and G is the rational Fivebrane group.
(iii) If dimX ď 11 and G is the rational Ninebrane group.
Proof. The homotopy groups through degree three of the rational gauge group from [FO09] takes the
form
3ÿ
i“0
piQi pGpP qq –
3à
i“0
HipX;Qq b piQ3 pGq ‘
3à
i“0
H4`ipX;Qq b piQ7 pGq ‘
3à
i“0
H8`ipX;Qq b piQ11pGq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The statements then follow from imposing the condition on piipGq. The condition on X ensures that higher
terms do not contribute. 2
Note that one cannot dispose of all conditions on G in favor of conditions only on X because of the
presence of H0pX;Qq in the formula. The situation is a little improved when considering exceptional groups.
Example 13. Consider an E8 bundle E on a manifold X of dimension n ď 12. Since the first non-torsion
homotopy group after pi3pE8q is pi15pE8q then if X is 3-connected, the based gauge group GpEq is p15 ´ nq-
connected. It is interesting to note that, in particular, for M-theory extended to twelve dimensions, the based
gauge group is lifted to its 3-connected, i.e. String, cover.
For certain nice spaces X the description is more pleasant. Consider for example the m-sphere Sm.
Example 14 (Gauge groups of bundles over spheres). Consider a G-principal bundle GÑ P Ñ Sm over the
m-sphere. Then the homotopy groups are shown in [Wo07] to be related as piQnpGpP qq – piQn`mpGq ‘ piQnpGq.
(i) For S4, the gauge group GpP q is rationally 3-connected if G is rationally 7-connected.
(ii) For S8, the gauge group GpP q is rationally 3-connected if G is rationally 11-connected.
We can also study the homotopy groups of the universal bundles.
Example 15. Consider the universal bundle Spin Ñ ESpin ξuÝÑ BSpin. Then, applying [FO09, Thm.
4.2], leads to piQk pGpξuqq “
ř
rě0HrpBSpin;Qq b pir`kpSpinq. Now since the non-torsion generators of the
cohomology of BSpin occur only in degrees that are multiples of 4 and since, by transgression, the non-
torsion homotopy groups are in degrees 4n ` 3, it follows that Gpξuq is 2-connected. Applying Proposition
30, it follows that piQk pGpξuq “ 0 if k ‰ 4n` 3.
Remark 5. The formulation of the rational gauge group as the rational mapping space MappX,Gq comes
close to the formulation via (topological or smooth) stacks. Indeed, in stacks one builds a global object by
starting from open subsets of X and intersections thereof into G. The group G can be taken to be a higher
group, i.e. an n-group, which model the connected cover groups that we consider here. However, as we
discussed in the Introduction, the aim is to keep our tools as classical as possible in this paper.
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